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RYSON Bucket Elevator to be featured in 
Pet Food Production Line at this year’s 
Process Expo  
 
 
Yorktown, VA, 09/20/23 — Ryson International, America’s number one 
manufacturer of spiral conveyors also offers high quality bucket elevators. 
Ryson’s Bucket Elevators combine vertical and horizontal transportation of bulk 
materials in one integral unit and represent a unique and highly effective 
solution to your bulk material conveyor needs. 
 
Ryson will be exhibiting at the Process Expo for the first time – in Chicago, October 23-25. They will feature an operational 
bucket elevator in booth 2854. Ryson will also be featured in the Live Pet Food Processing line at the show. 

 
During guided demonstrations of the line, a hostess will walk attendees through the entire process of 
manufacturing, packaging and palletizing dog treats, made with actual beef. These demonstrations will 
take place three times a day, and each participating company will be on hand to discuss with audience 
members how these technologies could be incorporated into the customer’s production.  
 
Ryson Bucket Elevators’ signature feature is that they are completely enclosed and have overlapping 
pivoting buckets, that prevent spillage and keeps out foreign debris. Additionally, Ryson’s Bucket 
Elevators stand out because they are completely modular and have pivoting buckets and can be 
designed to have multiple inlets and outlets that are independently operated. This unique feature 
would allow a single Ryson Bucket Elevator to feed multiple hoppers for example. 
 

For more information on our full line of vertical conveying solutions, visit ryson.com or watch our Bucket Elevator video on 
YouTube. Find out more about the Process Expo. Ryson is also happy to offer free registration to the Process Expo. Register 
for free now! 
 
 
 
 
 
Ryson International, Inc. is the Number One Manufacturer of Spiral Conveyors in the USA. We offer sales, service, and support worldwide. As 
a member of the Royal Apollo Group we are part of a global team that is specialized not only in spiral conveyors but also in bucket 
elevators.  Visit our website at ryson.com 


